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About This Game

Asteroid Wars is a strategy game at its core. No intro, no story, minimal settings and just pure gameplay.

You have your carrier, a bunch of fighters and a whole asteroid field to conquer. But you are not alone. There is always
someone who has better carrier, more fighters and needs to be kicked in the …

Game levels are fast and challenging. You will find no hour-long battles here. Each skirmish rarely lasts more than a few
minutes, although there are few exceptions.

100 levels will keep you going for hours and when you are done, you can test your designer skills and build your own levels in
included level editor and let your friends to have a go. The best user levels will be featured in regular free updates.

Main Features:
Minimalist but challenging gameplay

Dozens of levels that will challenge you to the edge
Level editor allowing you to build your own maps and challenge your friends

Beautiful music
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